


Last January, BBP pledged to “be the change we wanted to see in the 
community,” and we made a bold prediction that “2014 would be the most 
significant year for bicycling in Boise’s history.” Well, we lived our pledge to 
the fullest! We engaged the community at unparalleled, borderline impossible, 
levels. We collaborated with Boise’s most dedicated, dynamic, and determined 
organizations to create significant collective impact and lasting change. We 
worked with city leaders and government officials to create a brighter future 
for bicycling in Boise. And dang-it, our predication came true! There are more 
people experiencing the empowering benefits of bicycling than ever, and the 
train’s just-a-leavin’ the station!

2015 will be a year that BBP focuses on making a PERMANENT IMPACT on 
the community. We will see many of the enormous strides taken in 2014 come 
into fruition, and these strides will take bicycling in Boise to a level we’ve 
never seen. I won’t predict that 2015 will be the year that Boise becomes the 
reigning Bicycle Capital of America, although it will climb closer, but I will 
make another seemingly impossible promise…

“On May 7th, BBP will transform Boise into the Bicycle Capital of America for 
24 hours, and have a permanent impact on the future of biking in Boise.” 

Thank you for riding with us and for believing in BBP. We will not let you down!

– Jimmy Hallyburton

LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR

Mission – We are a community oriented bicycle cooperative that promotes 
the personal, social, and environmental benefits of bicycling. We function as a 
bicycle recycling center as well as an educational workspace in a diverse and 
non-threatening atmosphere. Through education and access to quality afford-
able bicycles, we strive to build a stronger bicycling community. 

Vision – We have always believed that Boise has the potential to be the 
“Bicycle Capital of America.” We envision a city where everyone regardless of 
income has access to bicycles, bicycle repair, and bicycle education. By work-
ing collectively with other like-minded organizations we are building a commu-
nity where everyone can experience the freedom, joy, and opportunity that a 
bicycle can bring. 

MISSION AND VISION

We believe that distracted driving is one of the leading causes of automobile 
and bicycle collisions. Although there is a texting ban in Idaho, we believe 
there are further steps that can be taken to cut down on distracted driving. 
In 2014 we pledged to refrain from using all hand held devices (cell phones) 
while driving or riding. In 2015 we will take the same pledge. We believe it is 
the right thing to do, and we hope others will do the same.

PLEDGE FROM THE BOARD

January
Cass Jones creates a new Youth 
Education Specialist position at BBP 
and soon develops and launches a 
new Bicycle Mechanic Apprenticeship 
Program/B-MAP (Education, 
Evaluation and Planning).

February
BBP’s Bikin’ 4 Lovin ride draws over 
75 riders despite 4’’ of snow on the 
ground and kicks off a year of new 
monthly social rides (Encouragement).

March
BBP creates an additional weekly 
Volunteer Night and launches its first 
monthly Kid’s Fix it Night for at-risk 
youth (Education). A collaboration 
with Crooked Fence creates 
Pedal Powered Pale Ale, a beer 
benefiting BBP’s charitable programs 
(Encouragement).
April
BBP launches a free weekly Biking 
Boise commuter class as a pilot for a 
future Bike Ticket Diversion Program 
(Education and Enforcement). BBP 
hosts a League Certified Instructor 
training, doubling the amount of 
certified safety instructors in the 
valley (Education). 

May
Jimmy and Cass deliver 24 Bikes to 24 
Kids in 24 hours during Idaho Gives 
and raised almost $20,000 for the 
B-MAP program. BBP engages over 
10,000 people during the campaign 
(Encouragement).

June 
BBP launches a revamped Pedal 4 
the People Festival. 23 events in 10 
days draw over 3,100 participants 
(Encouragement). BBP partners 
with Whole Foods, TVCA, and Parks 
and Rec to purchase and install 3 
community repair stations along the 
Green Belt (Engineering). 

July 
BBP receives a $60,000 grant from 
the Laura Moore Cunningham 
Foundation to complete the purchase 
of its building (Engineering). BBP 
takes an active roll in educating and 
advocating for ACHD’s botched 
protected bike lane pilot project. BBP 
joins a steering committee to help 
resurrect the project with a better 

design and implementation plan 
(Engineering, Evaluation and Planning).

August
BBP kills any chances of 2014 
being Boise’s last Tour De Fat with 
a massive outreach campaign. The 
result, a record setting 10,000 parade 
and festival attendance, $70,000 
for Boise’s biking nonprofits, and 
guaranteed stamp that it will be back 
again in 2015 (Encouragement).

September
BBP joins forces with the Blue Cross 
of Idaho Foundation and Nampa bike 
groups to host its first large scale 
bike giveaway in Nampa. Over 100 
kids receive refurbished bicycles, a 
safety class, and brand new helmets 
(Encouragement, Education).

October
BBP Celebrates 7 Years on the Bicycle 
Soul Train shortly after being voted 
Boise’s Best Local nonprofit for the 
6th year in a row (Encouragement). 
BBP teams up with TVCA to host 
an ACHD Commissioner Candidate 
Forum, helping the bicycle community 
identify who to vote for in the 
upcoming election (Evaluation and 
Planning, Education).

November
Long-Term Shop Manager and 
former Volunteer of the Year, Nate 
Rioux, retires. After years of building 
an unbreakable foundation for 
BBP, Nate’s departure creates an 
opportunity for BBP to reorganize 
and promote Cass Jones to Shop 
Manager and Yann LeMorvan to Youth 
Education Specialist (Evaluation and 
Planning). 

December
BBP and its army of volunteers 
donated 335 bicycles during the 
8th Christmas Kids Bike Giveaway, 
bringing BBP to over 3,000 
bicycles donated to kids since 2007 
(Education, Encouragement). On 
behalf of the Mayor’s Bicycle Advisory, 
Jimmy presents recommendations 
for policies and programs that will 
help create a 100% growth in Boise’s 
commuting percentage by 2020. The 
Mayor and City Council approve and 
pass all recommendations with the 1st 
phases of implementation to begin in 
2015 (Evaluation and Planning).

2014 YEAR IN REVIEW

Board – Greg Adams, Cindy Trail, Scott Klitsch, Mark Strom, John Betts, 
Nancy Pape’, Jonathan Wilkes, Steve White

Staff – Jimmy Hallyburton, Cass Jones, Clint Watson, Daniell Grubbs, Yann 
LeMorvan, Mike Pitts, Lucky Kelly, Patricia Castillo, Niclas Krake, Stanley the 
Dog, *Nate Rioux, *Virginia Seganos

BOARD AND STAFF

Education
Bicycle safety and repair education will remain BBP’s top priority in 2015. 
By building a partnership with the City of Boise, BBP plans to double the 
attendance of our weekly Biking Boise commuter classes (200 participant 
goal). BBP will create partnerships with youth based organizations to double 
the amount of opportunities for at-risk youth to receive free educational 
bicycle repair during regular Kids Fix-it Nights (300 participant goal).
Encouragement
On May 7th, BBP will transform Boise into the Bicycle Capital of America for 
24 hours during Idaho Gives. This transformation creates a permanent impact 
on Boise’s bicycling community. 

Engineering 
In order to create more teaching and mentorship opportunities for at risk 
youth, BBP will be taking steps to find an additional building in the Lusk St 
area. 
BBP will build partnerships with the community to install 6 more public repair 
stands (4 installed in 2014) along the Green Belt, at schools, and other high 
bicycle traffic areas. 

Enforcement
In 2014, the City of Boise approved a plan for a bicycle ticket diversion 
program that would use BBP’s Biking Boise commuter class as way for cyclists 
to attend a class in lieu of paying a ticket. In 2015, BBP will work with the City 
to fully implement this program. 

Evaluation and Planning
In 2015, BBP will incorporate a “Linear Bike Path of Opportunity” that will 
create better long-term participation and evaluation of BBP’s youth programs. 
This effort will link BBP’s Bike Donation Program to Youth Earn-a-Bike to the 
Bicycle Mechanic Apprenticeship Program to ensure kids age 3-18 have the 
ability to get a bike, keep it running, and use it safely. 
BBP will continue to be a leading voice for the underrepresented in our 
community during planning meetings. BBP will advocate for safe and effective 
bicycling infrastructure, including protected and buffered bike lanes. 

2015 GOALS

Bicycles 2013 2014 BBP Total
Donated 673 563 3,453
Sold 676 655 3,825
Adult Programs 84 106 379
Parted Out 772 730 2,758
Total Recycled 2,205 2,054 10,215

BICYCLES

Shop Use 2013 2014
Volunteers 496 532 (6,196 hours)
Members 498 477
Walk In 1260 1130
Work Trade 62 58
Biking Boise – 142
Kids Fix it – 145
Total 2316 2,007

SHOP /  PROGRAM USE

2014 Income
Grants and Donations $131,744
Bikes, Parts, Open Shop $169,465
Membership $34,630
Events $51,582
Other $6,544
Total $393,965

2014 Expense
Salaries Admin. $85,343
Salaries Program $170,685
Building Expenses $15,483
Programs $13,542
Events/Fundraising $9,368
Other/Taxes/Fees $10,968
Total $305,389

BUDGET

$88,576 surplus into Permanent Building and Reserve Funds.

2014 ANNUAL REPORT


